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Enterprise View Overview

The available Enterprise View options in SmartOffice affect the system in multiple ways. This document provides an overview of the multiple uses and effects of this powerful SmartOffice feature.

There are multiple reasons for this functionality – the two most important being easy distribution of system and configuration data (e.g., filters, letters, Dynamic Reports, etc.) to the field and powerful data viewing and navigation features that enable more flexible use of the system for certain designated Enterprise Users.

Distribution of Information (Data Population)

Definitions

In order to discuss data distribution, it is important to understand the important terms that are used:

Contact Information – includes contact records and all types of records that are directly linked to contact records such as: SmartPad, Investments, Policies, Activities, Letters, Documents, etc.

System Data – is non-contact information. This type of information includes items that are not directly linked to contact records, and can generally be described as configuration or utility types of records such as: Form Letters, Dynamic Reports, Filters, Word Tracks, Carrier Records, Product Information, Security Master Records, Seminars, Campaigns and Recruiting Positions.

Office ID #1 – When SmartOffice is installed and offices are created, the first office that is created is generally called System. However, the name is not important and can be changed. This document will refer to this office as Office ID #1. This office is special because the System Data entered into this office is automatically visible to every other office in the system, whether or not the other offices are located below it in a specific hierarchy. Due to its powerful nature, very few home office users should have access to this office.

Distributed Enterprise – Although most non-contact information will be distributed from Office ID #1, there may be times when it is necessary to administer more regional or local control of the distribution of some types of information. This is possible with the use of the Distributed Enterprise functionality. When offices are arranged in a hierarchical fashion, System Data can be shared with the offices below. See Figure 1.

Enterprise User – is a special type of user that has the ability to see information in the offices below their office. The role of Enterprise User is granted by selecting User Management from the User Setup expanded menu, on the User Roles and Licenses tab. For example, in Figure 1, if a user named Admin is created in the Western office and granted Enterprise User rights, they will have the ability to see not just contact and other types of information that is entered into the Western Office, but they are able to access the same information from all offices below the Western office.
Enterprises Hierarchy  
Effects of Distributed Enterprise Functionality

Figure 1 - Enterprise Hierarchy

The result of entering Letters 1, 2 and 3 are as follows:
- **Letter #1** – All offices have access to this letter. Notice that System Office ID #1 is not part of the office hierarchy, yet all the non-contact data entered into this office is shared with all offices.
- **Letter #2** – The only offices that have access to this letter are Western and all offices below Western (Los Angeles, San Francisco, Pasadena, Glendale)
- **Letter #3** – The only offices that have access to this letter are Los Angeles, Pasadena and Glendale.

*Figure 2* displays the **System Letter Summary** spreadsheet with the Office Name displayed. This spreadsheet is available by selecting **Form Letters** from the **Office Setup** expanded menu. Please be aware that SmartOffice defaults to show all System Information as highlighted in light blue. As in most cases, the user does not need to know the specific office name of where the data came from. The option to embed the name of the office providing the information is a user choice and is located in the Column Customization dialog box. In the example below, Form Letters entered in Office ID #1 have the word “System” appended to them and letters created in other higher offices are appended with the name of that office. A letter not appended with an office name is a letter that has been created in the local office.
Figure 2 - System Letter Summary

Data Flow and Visibility

System Data

System Data records that are entered into a lower office are not available to an Enterprise User. For example, in Figure 2, if the Pasadena office creates a form letter called #4, an Enterprise User (perhaps from the Western Office) viewing the Pasadena office would not see letter #4. However, if letter #4 had been sent to a contact, and was posted to the contact’s letter log, they would be able to see letter #4. This same principal applies to all system data. The basic rule for system data is that it flows down, not up.

Contact Data

Contact data is the opposite of System data. An Enterprise User in the Los Angeles office is able to view the contact data in the Pasadena office, and they can see contact data in the Los Angeles office; however, they cannot see contact data in the office(s) above them. The Enterprise User has the ability to view all contact data as if they were physically logged into the lower office. This user also has the ability to add new contact data in the lower office that will be available to both them and to users in the lower office with the rights to view the data. This right is granted through the Contact Assignment table.

It is also important to know that the rules of Record Privacy are always observed in the Enterprise View. An Enterprise User cannot mark a record as private in a lower office, thus preventing a user in the lower office from viewing data for which they would normally have the rights to view.
Enterprise User Setup and Settings

We recommend that Enterprise Users have a user role of Base Plus or Office Setup as these roles provide the ability to perform required assigned tasks both within their local office and the offices within their hierarchy (e.g., a Base Restricted user cannot send Mass Correspondence). The rights and roles available to a user in a higher office will be available to that user while using Enterprise View, including module-licensing options.

Various Enterprise Modes

Enterprise Users have the ability to pre-select their preferred mode at login. They can choose to always log in with Enterprise View enabled or disabled. The preferred mode for Enterprise View is set on the User Preferences Basic Info tab.

No matter which default is selected, the user can easily change their settings without logging out of the system. The Enterprise View button on the menu bar has three options that are used to view data from within their own office, all of the offices in the hierarchy, or selected offices within the hierarchy. This functionality can present a tremendous increase in productivity.

*Figure 3* displays the offices that may be selected for an Enterprise User when using the **View Data from Selected Offices within your Hierarchy** option. The Enterprise User can use this option to quickly change the domain of data they are dealing with.

![Figure 3 - Select Office from Hierarchy](image-url)
What Can an Enterprise User Do?

An Enterprise User essentially has the same rights when working in lower offices that they have in their local office, with a few exceptions:

- An entire contact record cannot be deleted by an Enterprise User
- Mass Modify is disabled
- Mass Assignment is disabled
- The creation of Mass Activities is disabled

While working in a lower office, an Enterprise User can add and modify contacts, households, SmartPads, Activities, and Opportunities; view and send Letters; add and process Filters, Dynamic Reports, and Campaigns; create and modify Sets and access module specific contact data for which the user has a license. While global lists of contact data are available, global views of non-contact data are not available. This is especially true of non-contact data entered in the lower office as noted in the Data Flow and Visibility section of this document.

If the Enterprise User is in their own office and Proxy Subset is enabled, they are not able to turn Enterprise Mode on. An Enterprise User is automatically a Super User in their own office and all offices below them.

Viewing Contact Data in Lower Offices

Figure 4 shows that contact data is generally appended with the name of the office where the data is located. This provides a quick reference regarding the location of the data the Enterprise User is viewing and is used to determine which Office Data View Mode is currently selected. When referring to Contact data in this document, this is applicable to all types of contact records: Individual, Business, Advisor, and Household.

![Figure 4 - Contact Summary in a lower office](image-url)
Effects of Enterprise Functionality by Module

What Should Users Expect When They Use the System in Enterprise Mode?

Various areas of the system address Enterprise View and the functionality of the Enterprise User within the module in essentially the same way but with slight differences. This section describes both the similarities between these modules and the differing nuances of functionality. This is not intended to serve as a substitute for a detailed explanation of Enterprise functionality per module but is instead intended as a means of gathering the essential elements in one general document. Please refer to the individual module guides for further clarification of specific functionality if required.

Base System

Security

An Enterprise User with Full Administrator rights has the ability to view and edit Office and User data for their local office as well as all lower offices within their hierarchy structure. This Enterprise Admin user can also view Usage Console data for all offices within their hierarchy. One of the primary benefits of the enhanced Enterprise Admin view is the ability to have one localized Admin user manage information for other offices without the full ability afforded to the Office ID #1 Admin user who can create offices and assign licenses. Additionally, while it is a System requirement that all offices have at least one active Admin user, this provides the ability to provide local office administration without the need to train an Admin user for every office. While an Admin user must still be created for every new office, no one must log into the office specifically as this user to manage other users in this office. The Enterprise level Admin User can provide much of the functionality of an Admin User in Office ID #1 without the need of this expensive resource to manage other users.

SmartPad

The ability to view the SmartPad notes of a Contact record within an office or across offices within the hierarchy is limited to the view of available data. When an Enterprise User adds a new SmartPad note for a Contact that belongs to another office, the resulting entry will indicate which user created the note. This enables users in the lower office to track entries made on their behalf by an Enterprise User.

Activities

The Enterprise User will become a Super User when the Enterprise View is enabled. At that time, the user will have the ability to view the contact record information of the offices that were selected. In order for the Enterprise user to benefit, the user’s Enterprise View mode must be enabled.
Abilities:
1. Enterprise users can view the activity information of the selected offices. With this access, the users can display the contact information and therefore view/create and include themselves as participant members.
2. The Enterprise user can select an office in order to multi-select users through the Activity View Options.
3. The rule of the participant will not change. The other participants must have access to the contact information from within the contact record’s office.
4. Enterprise users can add/modify/delete/privatize the activities that are created for the child office.
5. Activities will be posted to the SmartPad for the Child office.
6. The Calendar Activity Report can be generated by selecting a single office and then selecting multiple users.
7. The Enterprise user cannot see the activity information for those activities that are marked as Private.
8. The Private activities for the child office where the Enterprise user is not a participant and assuming that the Activity types are Projects and Appointments for Overdue Projects and Unfinished Appointments, respectively, are not displayed in the DayView List, Overdue Projects, and Unfinished Appointments areas.

Limitations
1. When viewing the activities that were created for the child offices, the activities will only be seen when the Enterprise View Mode is On and the particular offices are selected.
2. The Enterprise user cannot create Follow-up Activities based on Mass Correspondence for the Child offices.
3. The Enterprise user cannot do Mass Correspondence for the child office’s contact records.
4. Even when the activity is created for a non-database record while selecting lower offices, the activity will display for the office where the Enterprise user resides.
5. Activity Statistics can be run for users who the Enterprise user has a proxy for (not from the users and offices that were selected).

Letter Writing
The ability to send a letter to a single contact in just one office or send one or more letters to multiple contacts across offices is one of the powerful marketing features of Enterprise View. If the Enterprise User is interested in accessing the contact information for one contact, but less than 100, then some type of contact search for the information may be the best method for locating the contacts and sending letters. To send more than 100 copies of a particular letter, a user must utilize the built-in functionality of the Mass Correspondence feature. This is available as a side menu item in the Reporting/Marketing section. This same restriction for sending more than 100 copies of a letter also exists for regular users and is not a unique functionality of Enterprise View.

When a letter is sent to a contact and the subsequent posting to SmartPad is enabled for the lower office where the Enterprise User is working, the proper notations will be made to both the Letter Log and the SmartPad of the contact. This information will also then be available to any lower office user who has an assignment for the contact and who can normally view entries made by other users within the office. Figure 5 details the entries for a letter sent to the Contact David Ansong in the Office LosAngeles on behalf of the Primary Agent Phillip Anderson by an Enterprise User in the Corporate office at higher level of the hierarchy.
As noted previously, the Enterprise User cannot view any locally created office letters normally available to users in an office in the System Letter Summary. This limitation is due to the nature of the Distributed Enterprise View of non-contact data. The Enterprise User can view letters from both Office ID #1 and higher offices in the System Letter Summary.

**Filters, Sets, and Dynamic Reports**

The Enterprise User cannot view any locally created office Filters, Sets, or Dynamic Reports that are normally available to users in that office. This limitation is due to the nature of the Distributed Enterprise View of non-contact data. The Enterprise User can view Filters, Sets, or Dynamic Reports from both Office ID #1 and higher offices in these areas.

**Reporting**

Contact, Policy, Investment, Pending Case, Agent/Office Pending Case and Account Master crystal report categories are available in the SmartOffice Enterprise View. Enterprise Users can run existing reports and display the data for which they have visibility granted by the hierarchy. Transaction and Group Benefit reports are not implemented in SmartOffice 3.5 at this time. When implemented, the Transaction reports will not be available when Enterprise View is enabled. These reports can be run only in a single office level due to the large amount of data involved.
Opportunities

Opportunity Setup
Under Enterprise View, Setup information emulates System data and flows down the offices in the hierarchy.

The Opportunity Types/Stages/Actions defined at a higher office are available to the Child offices. These Child offices can add new opportunities using the setup information defined in the higher office.

Default Opportunity
- When a System and Parent Office both have default Opportunity types selected and the lower offices do not have any default Opportunity type selected, the System Office default is selected.
- If a Child office has an Opportunity default type selected, this will override all existing default Opportunity types.
- The user from a higher office can add and view opportunities in the child offices. If higher office Setup information is deleted, it will cascade delete linked opportunities from the Child offices.

Campaigns
Marketing Campaigns created in the higher offices are available to lower offices but not vice versa. For a lower office to view System data (e.g., marketing campaigns) it is not required to have an “Enterprise” role or Enterprise View set to “On”.

When a Marketing Campaign is created from a lower office, it is not accessible from the higher offices. However, when a campaign is linked to a lead record, the Enterprise User in the higher office can access the campaign details. The Enterprise User from the higher offices can modify the linked campaign.

Modules
Pending Case and Policy
Enterprise functionality in the Pending Case and Policy modules is used to allow a user in a higher office to view and manage cases and policies in a lower office. The Enterprise functionality is designed for an office/agency to process the pending cases/policies for an office/agent below them. This helps to eliminate work for the agency by allowing the agent to view and partially process the case.

The user in the higher office cannot see products entered by a lower office through the Product module; however, they can select the Product hyperlink located in a pending case or policy to view and modify the Detail tab for that product.

DataXchange
All records pertaining to DataXchange setup, configuration, and reporting are only viewable from the Office ID #1. These records will not be visible to any users in any other offices regardless of Office Hierarchy and Enterprise View. All local office production records created through DataXchange processing will adhere to the normal Enterprise View guidelines for the Contact, Investment, and Policy modules.
Investments

The operation and rules of Enterprise View apply to Investments in much the same way as it does in the rest of the Base System. The stream of data flows from the top downwards. When Enterprise View is enabled, the Enterprise User can view, add, modify, delete, and validate data in the lower offices just as if they were logged into the lower office. Reports can also be run for available data.

For security reasons, Investment Security Master records entered in a lower office will not be visible to an Enterprise User in a higher office from the side menu. Similarly, private records are not visible from the higher office. In addition, when Enterprise View is enabled, both Account Merge and the StatementOne Interface will not be available.

Leads

In the Leads Tracking Module (LTM), Enterprise View applies to the Leads Coordinator user role. As in other SmartOffice modules, the following are the prerequisites to activate the Enterprise View:

- In the System Office (Office ID # 1), the Enterprise Office Hierarchy must be defined.
- In the Manager User Roles, Enterprise must be selected.
- From the top menu bar, Enterprise View is set to “On”.

In LTM, Enterprise View allows the user to Assign, Forward and Revoke leads to and from offices in their hierarchy.

View Leads

An Enterprise User views and edits leads from lower offices in their hierarchy. Like other contact data, leads data flows upward.

Create Leads

An Enterprise User in a higher office can add a lead to a lower office. Consistent with Contact records, an Enterprise User cannot mark a record as private in a lower office and prevent a user in the lower office from viewing their own data.

Assign Leads

The Enterprise User has the ability to assign leads to lower offices. When assigning leads, the Enterprise User can select any office that is below the current office in the hierarchy.

For example, if Office 1 is the Parent Office and Offices 2, 3, 4 and 5 are the Child Offices, Office 1 can assign leads to any of the Child Offices.

Forward Leads

Regardless of Enterprise View, the Forward Leads feature enables a Leads Coordinator to send leads to a specific office or a combination of offices and advisors in their database.

Reject/Revoke Leads

When a lead is assigned to an advisor in a lower office and this advisor rejects the lead, the lead is pulled back to the original assigning office. The lead status changes to “Rejected by Agent”.

When a lead is assigned to an advisor in a lower office and the assigning office decides to revoke the assigned lead, the lead is restored to the original assigning office.
Leads Dashboard

Enterprise Users have the ability to select a specific office or all offices in their hierarchy for viewing analytical reports.

SmartRecruiting

SmartRecruiting uses an interface similar to that of base system contact management to add, view, and process candidates and recruits, and is an alternate view of contact and advisor records used to enable the user to manage individuals entered into a Recruitment Position Workflow.

The impact of the Enterprise role upon this module is almost identical to the contact and advisor sections. Likewise, the base system calendar and activity tracking systems are used as well, so any impact that the Enterprise role has upon these systems will also be felt when using SmartRecruiting.

The SmartRecruiting module is used by a single office or in an office hierarchy. When used in an office hierarchy, the position workflows and their components (stage types, action types, interview types, license types, and curriculum types) can be created at Office ID #1 or a distributed enterprise office and are available for use by offices below in the hierarchy. The office at the bottom of such a hierarchy can use these positions as defined in the higher offices, use all or some of the components in a position created at the local office level, or create a position composed entirely of components defined at the local office level. The users in the local office can also copy positions from the higher offices, modifying them as necessary, but these will become positions that are only visible at the local office level.

SmartRecruiting - Reporting

SmartRecruiting users who also have the Enterprise and Manager roles can run reports pertaining to SmartRecruiting on any user for whom they have visibility. The specific SmartRecruiting Reports are called the Recruiting Activity Management (RAM) Reports, namely the RAM Monthly and the RAM Year-to-Date Report. The RAM report is run within an office and may be run for a single user, all users, or any combination.

eOCS

The electronic One Card System (eOCS) uses an interface similar to that of base system contact management to add, view, and process candidates, and is an alternate view of contact records that enables the user to manage individuals entered into an electronic version of the One Card System workflow.

The impact of the Enterprise role upon this module is almost identical to the contact section. Likewise, a calendar and activity tracking system similar to that used in the base system is used as well, so any impact that the Enterprise role has upon these systems will also be felt when using SmartRecruiting.

eOCS - Reporting

When the Enterprise role is present along with the Manager and the eOCS role, the user can run reports pertaining to the Smart One Card System for any user that having the Enterprise role permits visibility of; these are the Monthly Summaries, the Career Activity Management (CAM) Report, the Control Card, and the Production Record reports. Within an office they may be run for a single user, all users, or any combination. The CAM Report can also be run for all users in multiple offices.
Smart Seminars

_Seminars_
In Enterprise View, Seminar records emulate contact data. The higher offices in the enterprise hierarchy can display seminars added in the lower offices. The Enterprise User in these offices has the ability to modify or delete seminars created in the lower offices.

_Site Information_
Like all other types of System data that exist in SmartOffice, the child offices in the hierarchy can see Seminar Sites. Child Offices can use Seminar Sites from the offices above in the hierarchy. A Seminar Site created by the higher office cannot be deleted until all seminars linked with that site in the lower offices are deleted.

_Seminar Reports_
In Enterprise View, Seminar Reports displays Seminar and Seminar Event data from the Child offices.